UC LA C TSI
DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES 2018 - 2019

WEDNESDAYS @ 12PM, NRB AUDITORIUM

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH DAVID GEFFEN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE THEMES

Visit www.ctsi.ucla.edu/seminar
For questions, contact ctsiseminar@mednet.ucla.edu

SCHEDULED SPEAKERS

Sep 26 SIAVASH KURDISTANI UCLA
Oct 3 MAYANK MEHTA UCLA
Oct 10 KEVIN EGGAN Harvard University
Oct 17 JAMES JOHNSON U of British Columbia
Oct 31 ANTONI RIBAS UCLA
Nov 7 RICHARD BERGMAN Cedars-Sinai Health System
Nov 14 STEVEN BENSINGER UCLA
Nov 28 DAVIDE RUGGERO UC SF
Dec 5 DAVID KASS Johns Hopkins University
Dec 12 BRUCE CONKLIN UC SF
Jan 9 CRYSTAL MACKALL Stanford University
Jan 16 DOUGLAS GREEN St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
Jan 23 GERALD SHULMAN Yale University
Jan 30 CINDY SEARS Johns Hopkins University
Feb 6 VICTOR M. DARLEY-USMAR U of Alabama at Birmingham
Feb 13 DARIA MOCHLY-ROSEN Stanford University
Feb 20 JOHN MINNA U of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
Feb 27 BRIAN BLACK UC SF
Mar 13 NEIL CHI UC SD
Mar 20 RON GERMAIN NIH-NIAID
Apr 3 DAVID ANDERSON Caltech
Apr 10 YASMINEL BELKAID NIH-NIAID
Apr 17 NORMAN SHARPLESS NIH-NCI
May 1 MICHELLE TALLQUIST U of Hawaii
May 8 GERALD DORN Washington University in St. Louis
May 15 DAVID JULIUS UC SF
May 22 TANYA PAULL U of Texas at Austin
May 29 NICK HAINING Dana Farber Cancer Institute/Broad Institute
June 5 DORIS TSAO Caltech

MORE SPEAKER NAMES & DATES TO COME

lunch is provided